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Are the September rains a sign of things to come?
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• Drought in Texas: a roller-coaster rideg

• The verdict is in: it’s an El Niño (on life-support?!)The verdict is in: it s an El Niño (on life support?!)

• What does that mean for Texas?!What does that mean for Texas?!



A quick look at Texas drought 
history: the 1950s ‘drought of the 
century coincided with mostly La y y
Niña conditions, and was much more 
severe than the dust-bowl,  and 
much longer than similar sharp 
droughts in 1916-17 and late 1990s.
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Clockwise rollercoaster ride through last decade in Texas, 
covering the last decade of U.S. Drought Monitor maps, and 
not showing every single trough and peak of drought 
conditions either…
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Niño 3.4

Most recent ENSO conditions: 
a shot in the arm due to 
rejuvinated westerly anomalies 
(weaker trades) near/west of(weaker trades) near/west of 
the dateline has already been 
good for slight increase in SST 
near the dateline, and should 
i Niñ 3 4 SST iincrease Niño 3.4 SST anew in 
the next few weeks.



http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/people/klaus.wolter/MEI/ Multivariate ENSO 
Index (MEI) since 1950 
(top) is based on six 
observed variables (SLP, 
zonal & meridional wind 

t SST icomponents, SST, air 
temperature, total 
cloudiness) in tropical 
Pacific (bottom; forPacific (bottom; for 
August-September), 
using the seasonally 
varying first Principal y g p
Component of clustered 
marine data.



Transition to El Niño conditions was rapid this spring, but has been sluggish since 
June.  Almost all analog transitions from La Niña to El Niño showed an early peak 
(before end of year), at a modest amplitude…



We created an 
extended version 
of the MEI 
(Wolter and 
Timlin, 2009, 
submitted), based 
on HadSST and 
H dSLP fi ldHadSLP fields 
back to 1871.  
Note changes in 
variance throughvariance through 
the record, lowest 
in 1930s and 1940s 
(also since 2000).  ( so s ce 000).
I used this for 
classifying ENSO 
events before 
1950. 



ECMWF forecasts did pretty well with 
the 2006-07 El Niño (left), but not quite as 
well with the recent La Niña (bottom left;well with the recent La Niña (bottom left; 
similar in 2007-08).  Recent predictions 
have toned down expectations for the 
current El Niño (bottom right), consistentcurrent El Niño (bottom right), consistent 
with high persistence at this time of year. 
This is true for CPC’s CFS forecasts as 
well. 



Typical ENSO Impacts
Seasonal cycle of ENSO impacts: Texas 
correlates highest in winter season (middle), 
reaching values near +0.6 in Dec-Feb.  Is this 
related more to El Niño or La Niña?  What about 
the strength of El Niño - does size matter?  How g
stable is this over the observed record?



Expected Impacts of strong El Niño events
Seasonal cycle of El Niño impacts: Texas leans 

towards wet falls (left) during strong El Niños, 
but none of the composite values gets above 

+0.5 standard deviations, so this is NOT 
significant.  Winters (middle) tend to be WET g ( )

across Texas, especially in south and west. 
Springs (right) have trended towards wet in the 

wake of strong El Niños, significantly over 
western Texas. Does this pattern hold up p p

for weaker events?



Expected Impacts of weak-to-moderate El Niños
Seasonal cycle of El Niño impacts: Only southern 

Texas leans towards wet falls (left) during weak-
to-moderate El Niños, but none of the composite 

values gets above +0.5 standard deviations, so 
this is still NOT significant.  Winters (middle) g ( )

show no coherent signal across Texas. Springs 
(right) have trended towards wet in the wake of 

weak-to-moderate El Niños, but still no significant 
result. Bottomline: don’t get your hopes up g y p p

in Texas!



Pre-1950 Impacts of weak-to-moderate El Niños
Seasonal cycle of El Niño impacts: A good 

fraction of Texas used to get significantly wet 
falls (left) during weak-to-moderate El Niños. 

Under the same ENSO conditions, winters 
(middle) used to be fairly wet in the southern ( ) y

half of Texas. Springs (right) used to be reliably 
wet in the wake of weak-to-moderate El Niños.

Bottomline: the past was wetter for 
Texas with weak-to-moderate El Niños!



What happened in the last three weak-moderate El Niños?
September-November 2002 (left), SON’04 

(middle), and SON’06 (right): wet in ‘02 and ‘04, 
in particular, but not in ‘06; post-1950 weak-to-

moderate event composite in bottom left corner.



What happened in the last three weak-moderate El Niños?
December-February 2002-3 (left), DJF’04-05 

(middle), and DJF’06-07 (right): wet in 
southeast Texas in ‘02-03, evenly mixed in ‘04-
05, and mostly wet in ‘06-07; post-1950 weak-

to-moderate event composite in bottom left p
corner.



What happened in the last three weak-moderate El Niños?
March-May 2003 (left), MAM’05 (middle), and 
MAM’07 (right): DRY in ‘03, mostly dry in ‘05, 

and mostly wet in ‘07; post-1950 weak-to-
moderate event composite in bottom left corner.



‘Risk analysis’ (precip vs. ENSO) in Texas

Use MEI to pick weak-moderate El Niño conditions in fall 
season; look at climate divisions 4, 5, and 7 in Texas 
since 1895:

1. Given drought conditions in the previous season (at 
least lowest quintile (20%)) what are the odds forleast lowest quintile (20%)), what are the odds for 
summer, fall, winter, and spring to continue in lowest 
quintile (20%; “D1”), independent of ENSO?

2. Given a mild El Niño situation, what are the odds for 
drought in Texas?

3. Given both preceding drought and El Niño conditions, p g g ,
what are the odds for continued drought vs. recovery 
above 50%-tile?



‘Risk analysis’ (precip vs. ENSO) in Texas



‘Risk analysis’ (precip vs. ENSO) in Texas

A prior odds of D1 droughts (20%) given that previous season was dry

Region DJF MAM JJA SON Commentsg

4 6 7 7 7 Persistence

5 7 5 11 4 Spring -> Summerp g

7 8 6 7 8 Winter -> Spring & Fall -> Winter

Odds for recovery above median

R i DJF MAM JJA SONRegion DJF MAM JJA SON

4 10 7 10 8

5 9 12 6 5

7 5 13 11 5



‘Risk analysis’ (precip vs. ENSO) in Texas

A prior odds of dry or wet conditions with weak-moderate El Niño conditions

Region SON DJF Commentsg

4D 02 01 Low odds for drought (4 means even odds)
4W 13 11 even odds for wetness (11.5 means even odds)

5D 04 02 even/low odds for drought
5W 13 16 decent odds for wetness

7D 03 01 Low odds for drought g
7W 15 14 decent odds for wetness

Odds for recovery above median given same ENSOy g

Region SON DJF Comments

4 02 01 No drought continuation

5 00 03 1 d ht ti ti (SON)5 00 03 1 drought continuation (SON)

7 03 01 1 drought continuation (SON)

<expect about 1 to continue drought, 3 to switch>


